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Seo, Hongwon. “English Blending Revisted: An Optimality Theoretic Approach.” Studies in English 

Language & Literature 47.2 (2021): 257-276. The goal of this paper is to investigate how new English 

blends are created and to provide a phonological analysis within the framework of Optimality Theory. 

English blends can be largely categorized into two groups: overlapping and non-overlapping blends. In the 

case of non-overlapping blends, onset-rhyme is preferred to nucleus-coda as a switch point in 

monosyllabic blends while feet can play an important role in blends with more than one syllable, as well. 

The number of syllables of blends with no overlapping segments mostly corresponds to that of the second 

base word. In addition, the stress pattern also follows that of the second base word. On the other hand, 

in the case of overlapping blends, the identical phoneme(s) are overlapped which makes it difficult to 

precisely demarcate the boundary. Overlapping blends show different characteristics from non-overlapping 

blends with respect to a switch point as well as the number of syllables. (Chonbuk National University)
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1. Introduction

Blending refers to a word-formation process formed by merging two (or more) 

words into one involving partial loss of phonological material of at least one of 

them, as in brunch  (br<eakfast + l>unch). Lehrer (2007, p. 116) defines blending 

as underlying compounds composed of one word and part of another, or parts of 
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two other words. Thus, the internal parts (or inner edges) of the source words are 

frequently truncated: the right part of the first word and the left part of the second 

word. 

In spite of the general definition on blending, not all scholars agree on the 

fundamental distinction between blending and other similar morphological processes, 

clipped compounds where the right edges of two words are subtracted (e.g. sitcom

(situational + comedy)) and secreted affixes where some combing forms are obtained 

by shortening some parts of the base words and then function as affixes do (e.g. 

-aholic from alcoholic in workaholic). It is also noted that blending is often 

similarly compared to compounding in that it combines two (or more) words to 

create a new one. However, blending is different in that it does not have visible 

internal morphological structure even though speakers can recognize the source 

words (Bat-El 1996). Mattiello (2019) also cites that this is due to the fact that 

compounds combine words, while blends combine parts of words (Kemmer 2003) 

and their output is not regularly and transparently analyzable into morphemes (Bauer 

1983). Mattiello adds that blending, unlike compounding, has not been dealt with as 

a regular and predictable process. 

This established stereotype toward blending, which is highly productive no less 

than compounding has made it viewed as a marginal part of morphology or an 

arbitrary word-formation process and it has been out of the interest of many 

researchers. Arnoff (1976) argues that blending, along with clipping, is under the 

label, oddities and Baldi & Dwar (2000) classify blending as ad hoc or 

unconventional word-formation out of ordinary rules and norms. Even Bauer (1983, 

p. 235), who is concerned with blends, states that blends are created from parts of 

two other words with no apparent rules and the coiner is explicitly free to take as 

much or as little from either base as is felt to be necessary or desirable. 

However, the frequent emergence of new blends in product names or 

advertisements, familiar or humorous situation, and specialized contexts such as 

biology and information technology proves the fact that blending can be regarded a 
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systematic and predictable word-formation process. Many scholars’ attention has 

recently been guided toward blends, focusing on the role of prosodic structure in 

English blends (Arndt-Lappe & Plag 2103), the prototypical blend feature (Bauer 

2012), the accessibility and interpretation of new lexical blends (Connolly 2013), 

paradigmatic morphology (Dressler 2000; Mattiello 2018, 2019), and others. Most of 

the current studies have been exploring the relationship between blending and the 

analogical process, giving regularity to blends and increasing the degree of 

predictability.  

So far, comparatively little has research on blending been conducted from the 

phonological perspective. Kubozono (1990) tries to account for the similarity and 

difference in English and Japanese blends and argues that blending is a 

morphological process phonologically constrained relating to both the switch point 

and the length of the blend forms. In particular, he presents the strong possibilities 

or tendencies where several blends derived from the same base words can exist. It 

implies that blending can be analyzed within the framework of Optimality Theory 

(Prince & Smolensky, 1993, 2004 (henceforth OT)). Supporting Kubozono’s view, 

Bat-El (1996) shows that blending in Hebrew is not extragrammatical and the 

phonological and prosodic constraints have an important role in determining the 

blend form. As different attempts to analyze blending, Jin (2005) presents general 

combining patterns of English blending as well as the ordering mechanisms based on 

corpus, and Seo (2011) provides an analysis about blends of English and English 

loanwords in Korean under Correspondence Theory (McCarthy & Prince 1995). 

This study will further explore the creative formation of new English lexemes 

through the blending process and concentrate on how English blending is 

phonologically conditioned and how it can be accounted for within the framework of 

OT.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 will present some data on English 

blends and scrutinize how they can be accounted for, classified into subcategories. In 

section 3, we will address major constraints involved in the morphological and 
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phonological interaction in English blending and show how the optimal output can 

emerge under the constraint hierarchy. Section 4 will explore whether the 

conventional classification into overlapping and non-overlapping blends is necessary 

or not. The final section will summarize this study and present final remarks on the 

analysis.

2. English blends and their description

In this section, we will look into the context in which English blends are created 

and employed. The data addressed in this study come mainly from the sources of 

Mattiello (2018, 2019) taken from the online edition of COCA, NOW, & OED1 and 

Jin (2005) taken from the corpus.

Before addressing the phonological characteristics, there are points to take into 

preliminary consideration about the nature of blended words and the manner where 

blending is formed. First, the syntactic categories of two blended words usually 

belong to the same category, such that a noun is combined with another noun and 

a verb with another verb. Kubozono (1990) states that the most productive pattern is 

noun-noun blending (44%), followed by verb-verb (34%) and adjective-adjective 

blending. Second, in the semantic terms blends can be largely divided into two 

types: the coordinate type and the headed or attributive type. The coordinate type 

usually involves two sources of a similar semantic field, though it sometimes merges 

two sources of opposite semantic contents. For example, corright is formed by 

merging two semantically similar words, correct and right while frenemy is formed 

by combination of a pair of antonyms, friend and enemy. In the attributive type, the 

righthand word serves as the head and thus carries a greater semantic weight than 

the left one, which affects the arrangement order of two words, just as the right 

  
1

COCA: Corpus of Contemporary American English, NOW: News on the Web Corpus. OED: Oxford 

English Dictionary Online
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element holds the head in compound formation, as shown in motel (motor + hotel), 

which means a kind of hotel rather than a kind of vehicle. Given that there exists 

an asymmetry between both types, the order of two words does not seem to be 

readily determined, especially in the case of coordinate type. Thus, phonological 

considerations should be accompanied to solve difficulties in determining the order 

of two source words.

According to the blending types cited from Jin (2005: 9), many scholars, such as 

Soudeck (1971), Algeo (1977), and Gries (2003) commonly include two types in 

their classification: overlapping and non-overlapping. Overlapping blending occurs 

when two source words are combined by overlapping phonemes in which two bases 

have commonality, flavoring the fusion. On the other hand, non-overlapping blends 

are produced with the partial drop of source words. According to Jin’s classification 

of canonical blends (2005), blends with phonemic overlapping approximately account 

for seventy percent of the blends while thirty percent of blends consist of no 

overlapping phonemes. 

As shown in (1), blending occurs when the initial part of the first word is merged 

with the non-initial part of the second one and either B or X can become null. Each 

word part in a blend is called ‘splinter’ which is synonymous with ‘blend’s part’ in 

a broader sense, and the subtracted part is called ‘residue’. The boundary between 

the splinter and the residue is termed as the ‘switch point’, marked by either ‘<’ or 

‘>’. In the case of non-overlapping blends, the clipping boundary is clearly 

noticeable while overlapping blending is ambiguous with respect to the switch point.

              

(1) Blending formation rule 

A<B  + X>Y → AY

splinter<residue residue>splinter

Let us first look at blends with no overlapping phonemes. Compared to 
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overlapping blends, it is quite simple to demarcate the boundary between two source 

words. When it comes to the switch point between splinter and residue, three cases 

are attested: onset-nucleus, syllable-syllable, and syllable-morpheme splitting. First, 

the onset of the first word and the rhyme of the second word are combined into a 

new blend, as (2a-f). Note that the sub-syllable boundary between nucleus and coda 

is less preferred to one between onset and nucleus, which supports the evidence that 

the rhyme node dominates the nucleus and the coda in the syllable structure. 

Second, a syllable can also be used as a switch point, as (2f-g), which will be later 

detailed with respect to foot on the prosodic structure. Finally, a morpheme can 

function as a switch point and it can become a splinter, itself, as given in (2g-h). 

(2) Type 1. Non-overlapping blends 

    a. sk<ate + h>itch → skitch

    b. ch<arity + m>ugging → chugging

    c. sk<irt + sh>ort → skort

    d. sm<oke + h>aze → smaze 

    e. br<eakfast + d>inner → brinner 

    f. appe<tite + thermo>stat → appestat

    g. soccer + kanga>roo → socceroo

    h. slump + in>flation → slumpflation

Next, we will analyze how overlapping blends are created. The blends can 

preserve as many segments as possible with overlapping phonemes, mainly 

motivated by the recoverability of blends. That is, if two base words can be easily 

recognizable or accessible, which makes it easier to grasp their meanings, new 

blends are widely adopted and stably lexicalized. Blending occurs by overlapping 

one or more than one phoneme as in (3a-n), and either of two base words can 

sometimes survive as a splinter as in (3m-n). 
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(3) Type 2. Overlapping blends 

    a. she + h>im → shim    

    b. sex + t>ext → sext

    c. glo<bal + local → glocal

    d. fu<ck + ugly → fugly

    e. frien<d + enemy → frenemy

    f. free + p>remium → freemium

    g. slack + activist → slacktivist

    h. telev<ison + evangelist → televangelist

    i. Japan + animation → Japanimation

    j. inform<ation + co>mmercial → infomercial

    k. popul<arity + luxe → populuxe

    l. femin<ist + Nazi → feminazi

    m. sin + cinema → sinema

    n. guest + star → guestar

Some blends can be accounted for within the model of analogy in word-formation 

elaborated in Mattiello (2019). From the diachronic viewpoint, she notices the 

distinction between blends analogical to a precise model word sharing 

morpho-syntactic and semantic similarity and also blends formed after a series of 

words acting as schema model. The former is created by an analogical formation 

modeled on one existing lexeme. For example, smaze and vog are coined after the 

model word smog is lexicalized in English. The analogical relation can be analyzed 

as a paradigmatic substitution in the equations as follows:

(4) smoke∧fog: smog = smoke∧haze: (X=smaze)

smoke
∧

fog: smog = volcanic
∧

fog: (X=vog)

From surface analogy, the paradigmatic replacement of fog with haze produces 
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the blend smaze, while the one of smoke with volcanic does the blend vog. Both 

display a formal and phonological similarity with a blend in that they merge the 

onset of the first word with the rhyme of the second word and have a semantic 

similarity in that they indicate a kind of fog specified by smoke and volcanic dust. 

However, surface analogy cannot cover productive blends and thus it should be 

extended into analogy via schema to account for regularity and predictability in 

blend formation. Analogy can create splinters, non-morphemic parts of a word that 

have been split off and merged with a specific meaning in the blends. Some 

splinters are so productive that they increase the recognition of source words and 

facilitate their interpretation in blends. When splinters become more productive in 

the creation of blends, they can be free forms. That is, splinters can be viewed as 

regular combining forms and even as affixes, and are frequently used to coin a 

series of new words. Mattiello (2018, p. 15) adds that the productivity of the forms 

of splinters depends on three main factors: 1) the availability of a series sharing the 

same formation, 2) its potential to become a schema model for the creation of new 

words, and 3) the extent to which this schema is actually exploited in language use. 

The following shows a few splinters with high productivity, diachronically 

undergoing morphological re-segmentation of a word part.

(5)2 a. -(a)holic (from alcoholic)

      workaholic [1947], tobaccoholic [1954], sugarholic [1955], chocoholic  

[1961], sexaholic [1994], ..., and rage-aholic [2008]

b. docu- and –umentary (from documentary)

      docudrama [1961], docutainment [1978], documusical [1971] ..., and 

docucreation [1983] 

    rockumentary [1969], shockumentary [1970], ..., and brickumentary [2015]

  2 This analogical process can be called folk etymology in that blended forms or splinters 

are treated as affixes, involving the wrong reevaluation that an unanalysable form is regarded 

as an analysable (Bauer 1983; Seo 2011). 
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  c. -tainment (from entertainment)

      docutainment [1978], infotainment [1980], edutainment [1983], eatertainment 

[1992], ..., and advertainment [2018]

The data undergo an evolutionary process from non-morphemic segments to 

actual morphemes. Elements such as -(a)holic, docu-, -umentary, and –tainment

were all originally used as a blended part merged with the other parts. However, 

undergoing the analogical process, they started to be used as frequent splinters, 

combining forms, and secreted affixes, which subsequently became rule-governed by 

affixation. However, the more frequently these forms are used to produce the new 

lexemes, the less they are about to follow the generalization on blending formation. 

This is opposite to a Mattiello’s approach (2018) that blending is extra-grammatical 

and not rule-governed, while only affixes or combining forms can be dealt with 

within the standard grammatical rule. 

So far we have investigated how new English blends are coined, categorizing 

them into overlapping and non-overlapping ones with respect to a switch point. We 

have also reviewed the diachronic transition process from splinter into independent 

morpheme, based on analogy via schema by Mattiello (2018, 2019). The next 

section will provide an OT analysis for English blends.  

3. An Optimality Theoretic Analysis

This section will present an OT analysis of English blending. For the analysis, the 

order of two source words should be determined. Blends, unlike compounds where 

a semantic head is mainly given to the righthand word, have the relatively large 

number of coordinate blends directly irrelevant to the order of the elements. Since 

semantic consideration is less crucial in determining the blending order, phonological 

and prosodic factors should be involved.
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First, newly formed blends must be phonologically distinct from the existing 

bases, which blocks the identical blend as the base. This feature can be accounted 

for by the constraint UNIQUENESS requiring that a blend must be a morphologically or 

phonologically new word. With help of UNIQUENESS, we can infer the blending order 

between two elements. For instance, if the order between she and him or skate and 

hitch is reversed, we can derive the pre-existing words, he or hate from the 

combination of him and she or hitch and skate, respectively. Thus, UNIQUENESS should 

be high ranked as an inviolable constraint in the ranking hierarchy. 

Second, when a base beginning with an onset is merged with a base beginning 

without onset, the former occupies the first part in blends in order to improve the 

recoverability of bases, which satisfies the constraint ONSET that syllables should 

begin with a consonant. Similar to this strategy, bases beginning with more onsets 

usually tend to precede those that do not, which contributes to maximizing the 

number of onsets in the syllable. For example, when fucking and ugly are combined, 

fucking is followed by ugly without onset, which produces fugly, not ucking. 

Whereas the combination of smoke and haze, the former with more onsets takes 

over the initial part, creating smaze, not hoke, which harmonizes with the onset 

maximization principle. 

Lastly, the most crucial role in determining the order of two elements is given to 

the syllabic length of the righthand base. When two elements have the different 

number of syllables, the base with more syllables is more likely to occupy the 

second part in blends. With respect to this factor, Kubozono (1990) argues that the 

blended forms usually have the same number of syllables as the righthand source 

word. According to him, approximately 85% of blends show that the number of 

syllables in resultant blends is generally identical to that of the second source word. 

When it comes to the length of blends, LENGTH requires that the second source and 

the resultant blend be equal in phonological length.

Concerning the order between two source words in blends, the generalization can 

be summarized as follows: 
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(5) The order between two base words

    a. Blending should produce a new word, which is different from the existing 

word.

    b. A base word with a word-initial onset precedes the one that does not have 

onset.

    c. A base word with more onsets occupies the first element in the blend.

    d. The syllable number of the resultant blend agrees with that of the second 

base word.

In addition to the constraints mentioned earlier with respect to the possible orders 

of two base words, there needs to be additional constraints for the analysis of 

blending. First of all, we need two anchoring constraints, demanding 

LEFTANCHOR(BW1, BLEND) that the left edge of BW1 should correspond with the left 

edge of the blend and RIGHTANCHOR(BW2, BLEND) that the right edge of BW2 should 

correspond with the right edge of the blend. These two anchoring constraints should 

be highly ranked in the constraint hierarchy in that subtraction in blends can happen 

only at the internal edges where two bases meet, not at the external edges.

Tableau 1 shows how the two undominated constraints will play a crucial role in 

eliminating the non-optimal forms. Two anchoring constraints can rule out candidates 

(1a, c, d), and candidate (1b) survives as an optimal output. Anchoring constraints 

will not be considered any further.  

Tableau 1. br<eakfast + d>inner → brinner 

BW1: breakfast
BW2: dinner LEFTANCHOR(BW1, BLEND) RIGHTANCHOR(BW2, BLEND)

   a. breakdi *!

☞ b. brinner

   c. fastdi *! *!

   d. fastinner *!
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Second, alignment constraints are needed to explain the switch point between 

splinter and residue. In English blends, when a switch point is determined within a 

syllable, the onset-rhyme boundary is much more preferred to the peak-coda 

boundary, most particularly in monosyllabic blends (Kubozono 1990). In the 

disyllabic blend formation process, the prosodic categories such as syllable and foot 

can play an important role in requiring that the internal edges of BW1 and BW2 

should be coincided. In a hierarchical relation, every prosodic category has an 

element of the next-lower level category. As shown in (6), every prosodic word 

contains a foot, every foot contains a syllable, and every syllable contains mora, as 

well. Extending a set of universal prosodic categories into alignment constraints, we 

suggest that aligning the higher prosodic category can entail aligning the lower 

prosodic category. Thus, we can draw a potential conclusion that to satisfy 

ALIGN(BW, (Σ)) it is necessary to satisfy ALIGN(BW, (σ)), while to satisfy ALIGN(BW, 

(σ)) it is necessary to satisfy ALIGN(BW, (sub-σ)).

(6) Prosodic hierarchy (McCarthy and Prince 1986)

PrWd Prosodic Word

Ft (Σ) Foot 

σ Syllable

μ Mora (or sub-syllable)

The alignment constraints for the analysis are as follows:

(7) Alignment constraints 

  a. ALIGN(BW, (sub-σ)) (Kager, 1999)

   ⅰ. ALIGN(BW1, R, sub-σ, R): Align the right edge of some sub-syllable (onset or 

rhyme) with the right edge of BW1. 
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   ⅱ. ALIGN(BW2, L, sub-σ, L): Align the left edge of some sub-syllable with the 

left edge of BW2. 

  b. ALIGN(BW, (σ))

   ⅰ. ALIGN(BW1, R, σ, R): Align the right edge of some syllable with the right 

edge of BW1. 

   ⅱ. ALIGN(BW2, L, σ, L): Align the left edge of some syllable with the left edge 

of BW2.  

  c. ALIGN(BW, (Σ))

   ⅰ. ALIGN(BW1, R, Σ, R): Align the right edge of some foot with the right edge 

of BW1. 

  ⅱ. ALIGN(BW2, L, Σ, L): Align the left edge of some foot with the left edge of BW2. 

Third, the restriction on the length of blends requires additional constraints, MAX-

σ and DEP-σ. These constraints only focus on the same number of syllables, not on 

requiring the identical segments between the corresponding syllables. A blend with 

fewer syllables than the base violates MAX-σ and the one with more syllables than 

the base violates DEP-σ, respectively. In particular, MAX-σ determines the minimal 

length of a blend, which does not allow a blend to have fewer syllables than either 

of two base words. To evaluate MAX-σ and DEP-σ, we will adopt Bat-El’s gradient 

calculation (1995), as illustrated in (8). According to his gradient evaluation, each 

syllable in the blend which lacks a correspondent in both base words is counted as 

one violation of DEP-σ. 

(8) How to evaluate MAX-σ and DEP-σ

BW1: σ σ σ
BW2: σ σ σ σ MAX-σ DEP-σ

   a. σ σ σ *! 

☞ b. σ σ σ σ * 

   c. σ σ σ σ σ **!
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However, we should notice the fact that the number of syllables in blends is 

identical to that of the second base words, irrespective of the syllabic number of the 

first base word. Therefore, we need to specify MAX-σ into MAX-σ-BW2 and DEP-σ 

into DEP-σ-BW2.

Lastly, we will need two more constraints, such as PHONO and MAX-SV-BW2. 

PHONO controls the phonotactic restriction in the syllabic structure of English to 

prevent the emergence of impermissible phonemic strings and MAX-SV-BW2 

prohibits the deletion of the primary stressed vowel in the second base word.

The constraint hierarchy in English blending can be as follows:

(9) LEFTANCHOR(BW1, BLEND), RIGHTANCHOR(BW2, BLEND), PHONO, UNIQUENESS ≫

MAX-SV-BW2, ONSET≫ MAX-σ-BW2, DEP-σ-BW2 ≫ ALIGN(BW, (Σ)) ≫

ALIGN(BW, (σ)) ≫ ALIGN(BW, (sub-σ)) 

Let us first consider how the optimal forms are chosen in monosyllabic and 

disyllabic blends. When it comes to the order between two base words, the word 

with onset or onset cluster tends to precede without onset. First of all, PHONO not 

allowing the impermissible cluster can eliminate (2c) and (3c), respectively. 

Candidates (2b) and (3a) are ruled out since each one violates MAX-SV-BW2 by 

subtracting a stressed vowel in the second base word. Of the remaining candidates, 

candidates (2d) and (3d) are also not qualified as the optimal form because they 

violate DEP-σ-BW2 by adding one more syllable. 

Tableau 2. sm<oke + h>aze → smaze 

BW1: smoke
BW2: haze PHONO

MAX-SV-
BW2

MAX-σ-
BW2,

DEP-σ
-BW2

ALIGN

(BW, Σ)
ALIGN

(BW, σ)
ALIGN

(BW, sub-σ)

☞a. smaze *, * *, * √, √

  b. smoze *! *, * *, * *, *

  c. smhaze *! *, √ *, √ √, √

  d. smokaze *! √, * √, * √, √
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Tableau 3. br<eakfast + d>inner → brinner

BW1: breakfast
BW2: dinner PHONO

MAX-SV
-BW2

MAX-σ
-BW2,

DEP-σ
-BW2

ALIGN

(BW, Σ)
ALIGN

(BW, σ)
ALIGN

(BW, sub-σ)

  a. breakner *! *, * √, √ √, √

☞b. brinner *, * *, * √, √

  c. brdinner *! *, √ *, √ √, √

  d. breakinner *! *, * √, * √, √

Finally, tableau 4 shows us how ALIGN(BW, (Σ)) can play a decisive role in 

removing non-optimal outputs. Candidates (4a, c, and d) incur the fatal violation of 

alignment of each foot and are all not optimal. MAX-σ-BW2 and MAX-σ-BW2 demand 

that each syllable in the blend should have a correspondent in the base word, 

forcing the output to have the same number of syllables as the second base words. 

Thus, candidate (4b) emerges as the final winner.

Tableau 4. soccer + kanga>roo → socceroo

BW1: soccer
BW2: kangaroo PHONO

MAX-SV
-BW2

MAX-σ-
BW2,

DEP-σ
-BW2

ALIGN

(BW, Σ)
ALIGN

(BW, σ)

ALIGN

(BW, 
sub-σ)

  a. sogarroo *!, *! √, √ √, √

☞b. socceroo √, √ √, √ √, √

  c. sanggaroo *!, *! *, * √, √

  d. socaroo *!, *! √, * √, √

  e. soroo *! *, √ √, √ √, √

  f. sokangaroo *! *, √ √, √ √, √

This section provided a constraint-based analysis for English blends. The next 

section will consider whether the distinction between overlapping and 

non-overlapping blends is necessary in blending analysis.
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4. Overlapping and non-overlapping blending 

The previous section presented the OT analysis of blends with no overlapping 

phonemes. This section will investigate if the same constraints and their ranking 

hierarchy can be applied to overlapping blends. 

Based on the hypothesis that regardless of the kind of blends all English blends 

can be accounted for in a unified way, let us consider tableaux 5 and 6. They seem 

to have a similar pattern at first glance, but upon further examination show 

asymmetries on how to evaluate candidates. Tableau 5 can be accounted for under 

the constraint system for non-overlapping blends by postulating a switch point 

between onset and rhyme, whereas tableau 6 can obtain the optimal output only 

when evaluating candidates as coalescence. 

Tableau 5. frie1n2<d + e3n4emy → frenemy

BW1: friend
BW2: enemy PHONO

MAX-SV
-BW2

MAX-σ
-BW2

DEP-σ
-BW2

ALIGN

(BW, Σ)
ALIGN

(BW, σ)
ALIGN

(BW, sub-σ)

  a. fre1n2dmy *! * √, * √,√ √, √

  b. fre1n2demy *! √, * √, * √, √

  c. fre1,3n2,4emy *, √ *, √ *!, √

  d. fre1,3n4emy *, √ *, √ *!, √

  e. fre1n2,4emy *! *, * *, √ *, √

☞f. fre3n4emy *, √ *, √ √, √

  g. frn4emy *! * * *, * *, √ √, √
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Tableau 6. gl1o2<bal + l3o4cal → glocal

BW1: global
BW2: local PHONO

MAX-SV
-BW2

MAX-σ
-BW2,

DEP-σ
-BW2

ALIGN

(BW, Σ)
ALIGN

(BW, σ)
ALIGN

(BW, sub-σ)

☞a. gl1,3o2,4cal *, √ √, √ √, √

  b. gl1o2,4cal *, *! √, * √, √

  c. gl1,3o4cal *, √ *!, √ √, √

  d. gl3o4cal *, √ *!, √ *, √

  e. gl1o2cal *! *, * √, √ √, √

☹f. gl1o4cal *, *! *, * √, √

In addition, as seen with examples like Japanimation (Japan + animation), 

populuxe (popul<arity + luxe), and gusetar (guest + star), overlapping blends have 

more various patterns than blends with no overlapping with respect to the number of 

syllables. Ultimately, we reach the conclusion that overlapping blends should be 

dealt with differently from non-overlapping blends.

5. Conclusion

This study examined the Optimality Theoretic analysis of English blends. English 

blends can be largely divided into two groups: overlapping blends and 

non-overlapping ones. In the case of blends with no overlapping segments, the 

number of syllables in blends mostly corresponds to that of the second base word. 

This can be controlled by MAX-σ-BW2 and DEP-σ-BW2 prohibiting the deletion or 

the addition of a syllable. In addition to the syllable number, note that the stress 

pattern of the resultant blend follows that of the second base word. 

When it comes to a switch point between splinter and residue, onset-rhyme is 

more preferred to nucleus-coda in monosyllabic blends while foot can play an 

important role in blends with more than one syllable. In the OT analysis of English 
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blends, switch points can be evaluated by alignment constraints. Given that a 

hierarchical relation of prosodic categories, if ALIGN(BW, (Σ)) is satisfied, ALIGN(BW, 

(σ)) should be satisfied, while if ALIGN(BW, (σ)) is satisfied, ALIGN(BW, (sub-σ)) 

should also be  satisfied.

The constraint ranking for English blending is as follows:

(10) The constraint ranking for English blends

LEFTANCHOR(BW1, BLEND), RIGHTANCHOR(BW2, BLEND), PHONO,  UNIQUENESS ≫

MAX-SV-BW2, ONSET≫ MAX-σ-BW2, DEP-σ-BW2 ≫ ALIGN(BW, (Σ)) ≫

ALIGN(BW, (σ)) ≫ ALIGN(BW, (sub-σ)) 

Overlapping blends show a few different features from non-overlapping blends. 

First, there exist more exceptions not identical to the syllable number of the second 

base word. Second, with respect to a switch point, overlapping blends do not 

conform to the alignment of the switch point in non-overlapping blends.

When splinters started to be frequently used, they can be viewed as regular 

combining forms and even as affixes to coin a series of new words. The more often 

these forms are used to produce the new lexemes, the less they comply with the 

generalization on blending creation that was presented. Thus, they are beyond the 

scope of this study.

Although this study attempted to present the foundation on English blending 

analysis, asymmetric characteristics between overlapping and non-overlapping blends 

and exceptional cases should be investigated in further studies.
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